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ABSTRACT

2



Climate models generate a wide range of precipitation responses to global

warming in the African Sahel, but all that use the NOAA Geophysical Fluid

Dynamics Laboratory AM2.1 atmospheric model dry the region sharply. This

study compares the Sahel’s wet season response to uniform 2 K SST warm-

ing in AM2.1 using either its default convective parameterization, Relaxed

Arakawa-Schubert (RAS), or an alternate, the University of Washington (UW)

parameterization, using the moist static energy (MSE) budget to diagnose the

relevant mechanisms.

UW generates a drier, cooler control Sahel climate than does RAS and a

modest rainfall increase with SST warming rather than a sharp decrease. Hori-

zontal advection of dry, low-MSE air from the Sahara Desert – a leading-order

term in the control MSE budget with either parameterization – is enhanced

with oceanic warming, driven by enhanced meridional MSE and moisture

gradients spanning the Sahel. With RAS, this occurs throughout the free tro-

posphere and is balanced by anomalous MSE convergence through anomalous

subsidence, which must be especially large in the mid-troposphere where the

moist static stability is small. With UW, the strengthening of the meridional

MSE gradient is mostly confined to the lower troposphere, due in part to com-

paratively shallow prevailing convection. This necessitates less subsidence,

enabling convective and total precipitation to increase with UW, although both

large-scale precipitation and precipitation minus evaporation decrease. This

broad set of hydrological and energetic responses persists in simulations with

SSTs varied over a wide range.
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1. Introduction38

The Sahel is the semi-arid transitional region between the Sahara Desert and the savannas of39

West Africa and northern equatorial Africa. The majority of its annual mean precipitation occurs40

during the northward excursion of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) in boreal summer,41

which manifests in the region’s west as the West African Monsoon (e. g. Nie et al. 2010) and in its42

east as a northward shift of continental convection (see review by Nicholson 2013). Nevertheless,43

precipitation and many other surface climate markers are to first order zonally symmetric spanning44

the Sahel’s full width.145

The Sahelian hydroclimate varies markedly on interannual to millennial timescales. Famously, a46

severe drought spanned from the late 1960s to the mid 1980s (Tanaka et al. 1975; Nicholson 1985;47

Gallego et al. 2015). Though initially ascribed to a local vegetation-surface albedo-precipitation48

desertification feedback (Charney 1975; Charney et al. 1975), atmospheric general circulation49

models (AGCMs) run with fixed vegetation and the observed timeseries of SSTs generally capture50

the drought and other observed decadal-scale Sahel rainfall variations (Folland et al. 1986; Gian-51

nini et al. 2003), leading to the effects of SST patterns becoming the primary research focus (see52

review by Rodrı́guez-Fonseca et al. 2015).253

Climate model end-of-21st century projections of Sahel rainfall range from severe drying to54

even greater wettening (e. g. Biasutti 2013), a spread that has not improved over the past two55

1Modest zonal asymmetries in precipitation include local maxima in the far west and east (Cook 1997), the latter being common to continental

convection zones (Cook 1994; Chou et al. 2001) but further localized by the topography of the Ethiopian Highlands.
2Vegetation feedbacks still figure centrally in interpretations (e. g. Hales et al. 2006) of the onset of the African Humid Period of ∼14.8-5.5 ka,

wherein abundant rainfall and vegetation spanned the Sahel and most of the Sahara (e. g. Shanahan et al. 2015). Also, interannual variations are

typically amplified and agreement with observations improved when vegetation is made dynamic (e. g. Zeng et al. 1999; Giannini et al. 2003). And,

based on AGCM simulations, Dong and Sutton (2015) attribute the observed recovery from drought since the 1980s primarily to direct forcing by

increasing greenhouse gases rather than SSTs.
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generations of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP), CMIP3 and CMIP5 (e. g.56

Figure 11 of Rodrı́guez-Fonseca et al. 2015). GCMs also project widely varying spatial patterns57

of SST change (e.g. Figure 12 of Zhao et al. 2009), leading to arguments that this drives the Sahel58

rainfall spread. But model-dependent responses to imposed SST anomalies (Rodrı́guez-Fonseca59

et al. 2015, and references therein) and non-stationary relationships between Sahel rainfall and60

various SST indices both in models (e. g. Lough 1986; Biasutti et al. 2008; Losada et al. 2012)61

and observations (Gallego et al. 2015) have led to continuing disagreement regarding the most62

important ocean basin or SST pattern, with Atlantic (e. g. Zhang and Delworth 2006), Indian (e. g.63

Lu 2009), and Arctic (Park et al. 2015) SSTs separately posited as being fundamental.64

Irrespective of the spatial signature, GCMs consistently project mean ocean surface warming65

(Collins et al. 2013), and it has been argued that precipitation changes over tropical land in 21st66

century simulations are largely controlled by mean ocean warming (He et al. 2014; Chadwick67

2016). For the Sahel, while arguments appealing to changes in SST spatial patterns (e. g. Gian-68

nini et al. 2013) would project no response to mean warming, CMIP3-era AGCMs perturbed with69

uniform 2 K SST warming exhibit rainfall responses in the Sahel ranging from modest to severe70

drying (Held et al. 2005). The severe drying response, in the NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics71

Laboratory (GFDL) AM2.1 AGCM, drives comparable drying in 21st century simulations in its72

coupled atmosphere-ocean configuration, CM2.1. The drying in CM2.1 and its CMIP5-era de-73

scendant, ESM2M, are among the most severe drying responses of the CMIP3 (Held et al. 2005)74

and CMIP5 (Biasutti 2013) ensembles, respectively, and have to date defied interpretation in terms75

of existing theory for tropical circulation responses to SST perturbations, unlike AM2.1’s zonal76

mean circulation (Hill et al. 2015; Hill 2016). The goal of this study, therefore, is to identify the77

physical mechanisms underlying this drying response in AM2.1, as a first step towards assessing78

its plausibility as a real world response to mean ocean warming.79
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It can be reasonably expected that the convective parameterization shapes Sahelian precipitation80

in AM2.1 both in its present-day, control climate and its drying response to SST warming. How81

moist convection is represented fundamentally shapes the tropical circulation in comprehensive82

(Zhang 1994; Bernstein and Neelin 2016), and idealized (Frierson 2007) GCMs and alters the Sa-83

helian annual cycle of precipitation in global (McCrary et al. 2014) and regional (Marsham et al.84

2013; Im et al. 2014; Birch et al. 2014) AGCMs. Conceptually, the convective parameterization85

(or any other model component) can influence the response to warming through two orthogonal86

pathways (c. f. Mitchell et al. 1987). First, for a given control climate state, how do the convective87

processes as parameterized respond to the imposed perturbation? For example, supposing that the88

SST warming reduces tropospheric relative humidity, then, starting from the same control climate89

state, convection in a parameterization with substantial entrainment of environmental air will (all90

else equal) be more inhibited than will that of a parameterization with weak entrainment. Sec-91

ond, for a given parameterization of convective processes, how does the regional climate response92

depend on the control state? For example, the teleconnection mechanisms by which El Niño pro-93

duces descent anomalies in remote regions differs depending on the existing circulation in those94

regions (Su and Neelin 2002), and the “rich-get-richer” scaling response of P−E to warming95

inherently depends on the existing distribution of P−E (Mitchell et al. 1987; Chou and Neelin96

2004; Held and Soden 2006).97

In this study, we use present-day control and uniform SST perturbation experiments in AM2.1,98

using either its standard convective parameterization or an alternate, to determine the processes99

underlying the Sahel’s hydrological and energetic responses to warming. Following a description100

of the experimental design and model attributes (Section 2), we show that the region’s hydrocli-101

mate, both in present-day control simulations and in response to SST warming, differs markedly102

between the two convective parameterizations (Section 3) – with shallower convection, less pre-103
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cipitation, and a cooler surface in the control simulation with the alternate parameterization and104

modestly increased precipitation in response to SST warming. The physical mechanisms behind105

these discrepancy are then diagnosed through the moist static energy (MSE) budget. The two106

convection schemes yield the same leading order balance in the region-mean MSE budget in the107

control simulation (Section 4), but fundamentally different MSE responses to SST warming (Sec-108

tion 5). By varying SSTs uniformly over a wide range, we better determine the relative roles of109

the formulation of the convective processes and the large-scale climate (Section 6). We conclude110

with discussion (Section 7) and summary (Section 8) of the results.111

2. Methodology112

AM2.1 (GFDL Atmospheric Model Development Team 2004; Delworth et al. 2006) uses a113

finite-volume, latitude-longitude dynamical core with 2◦ latitude × 2.5◦ longitude horizontal res-114

olution, 24 vertical levels extending to 10 hPa, prescribed monthly aerosol burdens, the LM2115

land model (Milly and Shmakin 2002), and the Relaxed Arakawa-Schubert (RAS) convective pa-116

rameterization (Arakawa and Schubert 1974; Moorthi and Suarez 1992). RAS represents moist117

convection as an ensemble of plumes originating from the boundary layer, each detraining cloudy118

air only at cloud top and entraining environmental air at all levels at a rate computed inversely119

based on their buoyancy and specified cloud top height. The RAS implementation in AM2.1 uses120

the minimum-entrainment parameter of Tokioka et al. (1988), which prohibits convection that121

would otherwise have an entrainment rate lower than a specified minimum value that is inversely122

proportional to the boundary layer depth.123

We create a modified version of AM2.1 by replacing RAS with the University of Washington124

(UW) parameterization (Bretherton et al. 2004). UW represents moist convection as a single125

bulk plume that entrains environmental air and detrains cloudy air at each level as it ascends, with126
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entrainment inversely proportional to convective depth. This scheme has been used in other GFDL127

models, both in its original intended capacity as a shallow convective parameterization (AM3;128

Donner et al. 2011) and as the parameterization for all convection (HiRAM; Zhao et al. 2009; Zhao129

2014). We use the same settings for UW as in its implementation in HiRAM, including a reduction130

in entrainment over land necessary to generate adequate convective continental precipitation. We131

use a value of 0.5 for this land-ocean entrainment ratio, the same as that used by HiRAM when132

run at this horizontal resolution; for reference, HiRAM uses a value of 0.75 when run at 50 km133

resolution and a value of 1.0 at 25 km resolution (see Figure 1 and corresponding text of Zhao et al.134

2009). The convective parameterization is the sole difference between the two model variants. UW135

was chosen as the alternative parameterization based on preliminary results in HiRAM that showed136

large differences compared to AM2.1 in the rainfall response to SST warming. For the remainder137

of this paper, we use the acronyms RAS and UW to refer to the respective model variants in138

addition to the parameterizations themselves.139

We perform control and perturbation simulations in both RAS and UW. The control simulation140

comprises present-day climatological annual cycles of SSTs and sea ice repeated annually, the141

SSTs computed over 1981-1999 from the NOAA Optimal Interpolation dataset (Reynolds et al.142

2002). In the perturbation simulation, 2 K is added uniformly to the SSTs. Concentrations of143

greenhouse gases and aerosols are fixed at present-day values in all simulations in order to isolate144

the role of SST warming. The simulations span 31 years, with averages taken over the last 30.145

All values presented are averages over the rainy season of July through September. Region aver-146

ages are based on land points within 10-20◦N, 18◦W-40◦E, similar to that of Held et al. (2005).147

Meridional dipoles and associated sharp gradients within the Sahel in many terms complicate the148

interpretation of region-mean quantities, and we therefore note for region-mean values the extent149

to which they reflect in-region cancellation.150
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We use data on the model’s native hybrid sigma-pressure coordinates (Simmons and Burridge151

1981) postprocessed to a regular latitude-longitude grid, and this horizontal interpolation step152

is known to generate spurious mass and energy imbalances (despite retaining the native vertical153

coordinates, c. f. Neelin 2007). As such, in Appendix A we present an adjustment method based154

on those of Trenberth (1991) and Peters et al. (2008) that imposes nearly exact closure of the155

column-integrated budgets of conserved tracers, and in Appendix B we detail the computation156

procedures for all MSE budget terms, including the application of this adjustment method to MSE.157

The adjusted column MSE budget terms are computed using 3-hourly instantaneous data; other158

fields are computed from timeseries of monthly averages.159

3. Precipitation and surface climate160

Figure 1 shows precipitation in the control simulations as grey contours, and Table 1 lists Sahel161

region-mean values of precipitation, surface temperature, and other surface climate fields. The Sa-162

hel region-mean precipitation is 4.0 mm day−1 in RAS and 2.6 mm day−1 in UW, a large discrep-163

ancy that mostly reflects lower precipitation rates in UW in the southern Sahel. This comparative164

dryness in UW occurs over most land (not shown), as the UW parameterization is less effective165

than RAS at generating continental convection. Region-mean values of evaporation (E) are more166

similar than precipitation (P) in the control simulation (2.3 and 2.4 mm day−1 for evaporation167

in RAS and UW, respectively; Table 1). As a result, precipitation minus evaporation (P−E) is168

1.7 mm day−1 in RAS but only 0.3 mm day−1 in UW in the control simulation, near the lower limit169

for a land region of zero (due to sub-ground horizontal moisture transport being negligible on spa-170

tial scales larger than individual catchments, evaporation cannot exceed precipitation on climatic171

timescales). Near surface relative humidity is also lower in UW (Table 1); by all of these mea-172

sures the control Sahelian climate is more arid in UW than in RAS. Precipitation compares more173
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favorably with observations in RAS than in UW (not shown); however, fidelity to observations in174

control simulations within the region is known to be a poor predictor of a GCM’s precipitation175

response in 21st century simulations (Cook and Vizy 2006).176

The precipitation responses to 2 K SST warming in RAS and UW are shown in Figure 1, nor-177

malized by the Sahel region-mean precipitation in their respective control simulations. As docu-178

mented by Held et al. (2005), rainfall decreases sharply over most of the Sahel in RAS, by 40%179

(1.7 mm day−1) in the region average. This is part of a larger spatially coherent drying, with even180

greater precipitation decreases just to the east (over the southern Arabian Peninsula and Red Sea)181

and west (over the Atlantic Ocean). For context, precipitation reductions in excess of 4 mm day−1
182

occur in several gridpoints within this band and nowhere else globally. P−E also declines sharply183

(by 1.3 mm day−1). In sharp contrast, precipitation increases modestly over most of the Sahel in184

UW, by 6% (0.2 mm day−1) on average, although a slightly larger increase in evaporation causes185

P−E to decrease.186

The total precipitation in each gridcell of a GCM is the sum of the precipitation generated187

by the convective parameterization and by the large-scale cloud parameterization, and Table 1188

lists the precipitation originating from each for each simulation. In RAS compared to UW, less189

of the precipitation is generated by the large-scale parameterization, in both absolute and frac-190

tional terms (Table 1). With 2 K SST warming, in RAS both precipitation types decrease; in UW191

convective precipitation increases by 0.4 mm day−1 while large-scale precipitation decreases by192

0.2 mm day−1. We return to the disparate responses to SST warming in UW between convective193

and large-scale precipitation and between precipitation and P−E further in Section 6.194

Figure 2 shows surface air temperature in the control simulation and the responses to 2 K SST195

warming. The Sahel is 1.5 K warmer in the control simulation in RAS than in UW, which reflects196

greater low cloud cover in UW (not shown). SST warming generates land-amplified surface air197
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warming in both model variants, but in RAS the Sahel warming is a global maximum: warming198

exceeds 6 K over much of the Sahel, with a maximum of 9.0 K in the eastern Sahel, and does199

not exceed 6 K anywhere outside the region (not shown). In UW, Sahel surface warming is unex-200

ceptional, with a region-mean of 2.7 K. Near-surface relative humidity decreases sharply in RAS,201

from 64% to 52%, and more modestly in UW, from 59 to 56%.202

Given the precipitation responses in each model variant, the corresponding surface tempera-203

ture and relative humidity responses are consistent with theoretical expectations. Under global204

warming, surface warming is land-amplified in both transient and equilibrium contexts (Byrne205

and O’Gorman 2013a,b). Combined with modest global mean and ocean-mean relative humidity206

change, this land-amplified warming causes relative humidity over land to decrease. Largely as a207

result, terrestrial aridity (defined e. g. as the ratio of precipitation to potential evapotranspiration),208

generally increases at low- and mid-latitudes (Scheff and Frierson 2014; Sherwood and Fu 2014;209

Scheff and Frierson 2015). As such, in global warming simulations changes to precipitation and210

surface temperature over tropical land are anti-correlated (Chadwick 2016), and most of the land211

regions that warm more than the global land average are semi-arid regions in which precipitation212

has decreased (Berg et al. 2014).213

4. Moist static energy budget in the control simulations214

a. Existing Theory215

The column-integrated MSE budget succinctly encapsulates the character of tropical circulations216

and is ubiquitous in investigations of how those circulations respond to climatic perturbations. De-217

noting MSE by h, then h≡ cpT +gz+Lvqv−Lfqi, where cp is the specific heat of air at constant218

pressure, T is temperature, g is the gravitational constant, z is geopotential height, Lv is the la-219
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tent heat of vaporization of water, qv is specific humidity, Lf is the latent heat of fusion of water,220

and qi is specific mass of ice. MSE therefore comprises potential energy and sensible and latent221

enthalpy while neglecting kinetic energy. Denoting column-mass integrals with curly brackets222

({·} ≡
∫ ps

0 ·
dp
g , where ps is surface pressure), time-averages with overbars, and deviations from223

the time-average with primes, the time-mean, column-integrated MSE budget may be expressed224

as225

∂

∂ t

{
E
}
+
{

v·∇ph
}
+

{
ω

∂h
∂ p

}
+∇·

{
h′v′
}
≈ Fnet, (1)

where E ≡ cvT +gz+Lvqv−Lfqi is internal plus potential energy, cv is the specific heat of air226

at constant volume, v is horizontal velocity, ∇p is the horizontal divergence operator at constant227

pressure, and Fnet is the net energetic forcing. Fnet comprises top-of-atmosphere (TOA) and surface228

radiative fluxes (Rt and Rs, respectively) and surface turbulent fluxes of sensible (H) and latent229

enthalpy (LvE, where E is evaporation; all signed positive directed into the atmosphere):230

Fnet ≡ LvE +H +Rt +Rs. (2)

Notably, convective diabatic moistening and heating terms that appear (often with large magni-231

tude) at individual levels must cancel in the column integral, one of the key draws of (1). For232

land, the small heat capacity renders the net surface energy flux zero on climatic timescales, and233

therefore the net energetic forcing Fnet reduces to the top-of-atmosphere radiative flux Rt. Con-234

ceptually, energetic input into the atmospheric column through its upper and lower boundaries235

(Fnet) must be balanced by some combination of column-integrated time-mean horizontal MSE236

advection (
{

v ·∇ph
}

, typically dominated by the large-scale rotational flow), column-integrated237

time-mean vertical MSE advection (
{

ω∂ph
}

, inherently due to the divergent flow), and column-238

integrated transient eddy MSE flux divergence (∇·
{

v′h′
}

), less any change in column-integrated239
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total internal energy (∂t
{
E
}

). See Hill (2016) and references therein for discussion of the approx-240

imations implicit in (1).241

The classical picture of a tropical convecting region comprises positive energetic forcing bal-242

anced by the time-mean divergent circulation, Fnet ≈ {ω∂ph}: convergence of mass and MSE243

in the boundary layer, deeply penetrating moist convection, and convective outflow near the244

tropopause diverging mass and more MSE than is converged in the boundary layer (Neelin and245

Held 1987). However, the first baroclinic MSE profile typical of the tropics (minimum in the mid-246

troposphere) renders the MSE divergence by the divergent circulation sensitive to the depth of the247

convection – if sufficiently shallow, the divergent circulation actually converges MSE in the col-248

umn integral. On the timescale of a convective life-cycle, this transport of moisture and MSE into249

the free troposphere by shallow convection conditions the column for subsequent deep convection250

(e. g. Wu 2003; Inoue and Back 2015). On climatic timescales, this must be balanced by MSE251

divergence through some combination of transient eddies and the time-mean horizontal flow (e. g.252

Back and Bretherton 2006; Bretherton et al. 2006).253

b. Results254

1) RAS255

Figure 3 shows the column-integrated MSE budget terms in the control simulations. In and256

near the Sahel, the MSE budget varies markedly with latitude. The southern Sahel and equatorial257

Africa conform to the classical picture of tropical convecting regions: large energetic forcing258

[∼100 W m−2; Figure 3(a)] balanced primarily by MSE divergence by the time-mean divergent259

circulation [Figure 3(e)].3 Moving northward, while the energetic source term remains mostly260

positive within the Sahel, the divergent circulation term becomes steadily more negative, yielding261

3Large horizontal and vertical advection values in the far southeastern Sahel stem from the topography of the Ethiopian highlands.
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net MSE convergence over most of the northern Sahel (∼70 W m−2), where presumably much262

of the convection is dry. The combined positive energetic inputs by the forcing and divergent263

circulation in the northern Sahel are balanced by large magnitude divergence of MSE by the time-264

mean horizontal flow [∼100 W m−2; Figure 3(c)].265

Figure 4 shows MSE and horizontal wind at two model levels, in the boundary layer and mid-266

troposphere, respectively. In RAS, boundary layer MSE [Figure 4(a)] in the southern Sahel and267

equatorial Africa is high and fairly homogeneous, a structure that fuels deep convection while268

curtailing horizontal MSE advection (Sobel 2007). The meridional MSE gradient is sharp in the269

northern Sahel, which is dominated by the meridional moisture gradient (the temperature gradient270

slightly counteracts this), and this is acted on by northerly winds to yield strong MSE divergence.271

In the mid-troposphere [Figure 4(c)], horizontal MSE gradients are weaker and the flow is more272

zonal and uniform than in the boundary layer, leading to little net horizontal MSE advection at this273

level. Consequently, the column-integrated horizontal MSE advection is dominated by the lower274

troposphere – as indicated by Figure 5, which shows the Sahel region-mean vertical profiles of the275

net energetic forcing and time-mean horizontal and vertical advection terms – and by meridional276

(rather than zonal) advection (not shown).277

Largely opposing the time-mean horizontal circulation, the time-mean divergent flow [Fig-278

ure 5(c)] converges MSE at lower levels and diverges it above. Figure 6 shows the region-mean279

profiles of vertical velocity and moist static stability. Ascent occurs throughout the troposphere280

and acts on negative values of moist static stability above, and positive values below, ∼700 hPa,281

consistent with Figure 5(c).282

Table 2 lists the Sahel region-mean column-integrated MSE budget terms. Because of the merid-283

ional cancellation of the time-mean vertical advection term, the leading order balance is of net284

energetic forcing (51.4 W m−2) balanced by divergence of MSE by the time-mean horizontal cir-285
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culation (35.6 W m−2). Time-mean vertical advection contributes only 2.6 W m−2 and transient286

eddies a non-negligible 15.4 W m−2. The meridional dipole of the transient eddy MSE flux diver-287

gence [Figure 3(g)] presumably reflects northward moisture transport by African Easterly Waves,288

which track the sharp meridional gradient in soil moisture that spans the width of the Sahel (e. g.289

Thorncroft et al. 2008, and references therein). The budget residual is a negligible 0.3 W m−2,290

reflecting the adjustment applied to impose near-exact closure. The overall meridional structure291

within the region of each MSE budget term and of precipitation is slightly tilted, northwest to292

southeast. This likely reflects the wettening effect of the West African Monsoon in the western293

Sahel, although there is also a zonal component with westerly onshore flow spanning the Sahel’s294

western edge.295

2) UW296

In UW, the column-integrated net energetic forcing [Figure 3(b)] spatial structure is similar to297

that of RAS, but within the Sahel values are generally smaller; the region-mean is 33.8 W m−2.298

This arises from the cooler surface and more extensive low cloud cover in UW, which respec-299

tively yield less net emission of longwave radiation and less absorption of shortwave radia-300

tion (not shown). Divergence of MSE by horizontal advection spans most of the Sahel [Fig-301

ure 3(d)], 24.7 W m−2 on average, yielding the same leading order region-mean balance as in302

RAS, Fnet ≈
{

v·∇h
}

. The horizontal flow is largely similar in both the boundary layer and mid-303

troposphere to RAS [Figure 4(b) and (d), respectively], but MSE values and their meridional gradi-304

ent at both levels are weaker in UW than in RAS. Modest MSE convergence in the mid-troposphere305

in UW arises from easterly wind acting on a modest zonal MSE gradient in the eastern Sahel.306

Unlike RAS, convection is sufficiently shallow that vertical advection converges MSE in the col-307

umn integral throughout nearly the entire Sahel [Figure 3(f)], 8.6 W m−2 in the region-mean. This308
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discrepancy primarily stems from much weaker upper-tropospheric ascent in UW (Figure 6), an309

intuitive result in a convecting region given that UW is a less active parameterization than RAS.310

Also, contrary to classical expectation, vertical MSE advection does not track the near surface311

MSE maximum: the former is positive only within equatorial Africa, in which (unlike RAS) MSE312

values are low. The eddy flux divergence [Figure 3(h)] resembles that of RAS, with a region-313

mean value of 19.3 W m−2 divergence. The region-mean profiles of the net energetic forcing and314

time-mean advection terms [Figure 5(d)-(f)] are each qualitatively similar to their RAS counter-315

parts, with vertical advection in UW reflecting shallower convection and associated overturning316

circulation.317

5. Moist static energy budget responses to SST warming318

In this section, we argue that the changes in the MSE budget that distinguish RAS from UW319

most importantly are in the mid-troposphere. The dominant change at these levels in RAS is320

increased MSE loss due to horizontal advection, driven primarily by the enhancement of the321

prevailing meridional MSE gradient (Boos and Hurley 2013). This is balanced by anomalous322

mid-tropospheric subsidence and the resulting adiabatic warming, with little net energetic forcing323

response. Both the thermodynamic increase in the cooling due to horizontal advection and the324

dynamic increase in subsidence warming are smaller in UW. Of direct relevance to this behav-325

ior is the “upped ante” mechanism (Neelin et al. 2003; Chou and Neelin 2004), wherein under326

global warming precipitation on convective margins is suppressed by inflow acting on enhanced327

prevailing moisture gradients.328
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a. RAS329

Figure 7 shows the responses of each column-integrated MSE budget term to the +2 K SST330

perturbation, and Table 2 lists the Sahel region-mean responses and +2 K simulation values. In331

RAS, the largest responses are of the time-mean advection terms and occur primarily near and just332

north of the climatological
{

ω∂ph
}
= 0 isoline that roughly bisects the Sahel. Specifically, MSE333

divergence by horizontal advection is strongly enhanced [Figure 7(c); region-mean +20.0 W m−2],334

balanced by anomalous MSE convergence by the time-mean divergent circulation [Figure 7(e);335

region-mean−15.9 W m−2]. Based on the region-mean profiles of the anomalous advection terms336

shown in Figure 5, these column-integrated responses reflect consistent behavior throughout the337

free troposphere for both terms. The net energetic forcing [Figure 7(a); region-mean +0.9 W m−2]338

and eddy flux divergence [Figure 7(g); region-mean −2.8 W m−2] responses are comparatively339

modest, comprising moderate magnitudes oriented in a meridional dipole that largely cancel in the340

region-mean. For eddies, this is primarily in the eastern Sahel and reflects the aforementioned local341

southward shifts of the temperature and moisture gradients. The anomalous time-mean vertical342

advection also exhibits a meridional dipole, despite its large region-mean value, and its location343

relative to the climatological zero line reflects a southward shift of the latter.344

We next investigate the mechanisms that give rise to the leading-order balance between the345

anomalous time-mean advection terms. In addition to the control simulation values already dis-346

cussed, Figure 6 also includes region-mean profiles of the vertical velocity and moist static stability347

in the 2 K warming simulation and the differences with the control simulation. Ascent is drasti-348

cally reduced throughout the free troposphere and slightly enhanced in the boundary layer, which349

amounts to a severe shallowing of convection. This dominates over modest moist static stability350

responses, which we show by decomposing the horizontal and vertical MSE advection responses351
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into dynamic, thermodynamic, and co-varying components that arise respectively from the anoma-352

lous flow, from the anomalous MSE, and from the covariance of these two anomaly fields (i. e. for353

vertical advection, δ (ω∂ph) = (δω)∂ph+ω(δ∂ph) + (δω)(δ∂ph)). The thermodynamic term354

includes the full response of MSE, i. e. it does not assume fixed-relative humidity. The Sahel355

region-mean profiles of these terms are shown in Figure 8 and column-integrated values in Fig-356

ure 9. For vertical advection, the dynamic term is dominant throughout the free troposphere and in357

the column integral. In the northern Sahel, the combination of moderate anomalous ascent in the358

boundary layer, anomalous descent in the free troposphere, and reduced relative humidity and pre-359

cipitation suggest increased dry convection. In the southwestern Sahel, MSE divergence through360

vertical advection actually increases, despite precipitation decreasing sharply [Figure 1(a)].361

The time-mean horizontal MSE advection response in RAS primarily reflects the drying influ-362

ence of an increased meridional MSE gradient spanning the Sahel. Figure 10 shows the responses363

of MSE and horizontal wind at the same mid-tropospheric and boundary layer levels shown in364

Figure 4. At both levels, MSE increases more in equatorial Africa than surrounding regions,365

including the Sahel and the Sahara Desert. This anomalous gradient predominantly reflects dif-366

ferential increases in water vapor that arise from mean warming. Figure 11 shows the control367

and response values in both model variants of the column-integrated water vapor throughout the368

Tropics. As expected, relative humidity variations on a tropics-wide scale are modest (not shown),369

and thus column water vapor increases almost everywhere and generally more in regions where it370

is climatologically large.371

The thermodynamic term dominates the region-mean anomalous MSE divergence in the free372

troposphere [Figure 8(a)] and yields column-integrated MSE divergence over most of the Sahel373

except the far west and east [Figure 9(a)] – we return to the boundary layer and northeastern Sahel374

responses further below. Combined with the dominance of the dynamic component of vertical375
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advection in the free troposphere [Figure 8(b)] and a modest net energetic forcing term response376

above ∼700 hPa [Figure 5(b)], the leading order balance at these levels is v·δ∇h≈ (δω)∂ph.377

Rearranging this yields an approximate diagnostic for the anomalous ascent profile in the free378

troposphere:379

δω ≈−v·δ∇h
∂ph

. (3)

Figure 6(a) shows the anomalous vertical motion predicted by (3) for RAS. To avoid unphysical380

values near where the denominator vanishes, we exclude locations and months where |∂ph|< 0.05381

J kg−1 Pa−1 before temporally and regionally averaging; the value of 0.05 was chosen subjectively382

to provide the best fit. The approximation captures the overall free tropospheric behavior, includ-383

ing the anomalous descent peak in the mid-troposphere. Throughout the free troposphere, the384

horizontal advection anomaly is positive [δ (v·∇h)> 0; Figure 8(a)] and the moist static stability385

is negative [∂ph < 0; Figure 6(b)]. Therefore, anomalous descent (δω > 0) is required for the386

budget to balance. In the mid-troposphere, the moist static stability approaches zero, and as such387

balancing the increased dry advection requires especially large anomalous descent. Suppressed388

convective precipitation is the straightforward hydrological consequence of this anomalous subsi-389

dence.390

We now return to the horizontal MSE advection response in the boundary layer, which is dom-391

inated by the response in the northeastern Sahel. Clausius-Clapeyron scaling cannot account for392

the decreases in column-integrated water vapor in RAS in this region – the only region worldwide393

where column water vapor decreases [Figure 11(a)]. This is coincident with large magnitudes in394

the co-varying term of the horizontal advection response [Figure 9(e)] and anomalous MSE con-395

vergence from the thermodynamic component [Figure 9(a)]. In short, these large covariance values396

reflect a runaway drying and warming response: local surface warming [Figure 2(a)] caused by397

precipitation loss creates an anomalous heat low circulation [Figure 10(a)], whose boundary layer398
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inflow is primarily northerly and thus imports even more dry Saharan air, amplifying the drying399

signal (the compensating mid-tropospheric anti-cyclonic outflow can be seen in Figure 10(c)].400

The thermodynamic term behavior locally reflects climatological boundary layer flow from the401

southwest [Figure 4(a)] acting on the anomalous MSE gradient. Combining the thermodynamic402

and co-varying components locally, the increased meridional MSE gradient ultimately drives the403

drying as in the rest of the northern Sahel.404

In summary, increases in water vapor that roughly scale with their climatological values cre-405

ates an anomalous MSE gradient spanning from equatorial Africa to the Sahara Desert, which406

acted on by climatological northerly wind dries out the Sahel. This inhibits moist convection407

and its attendant precipitation, and the resulting convective shallowing generates anomalous MSE408

convergence that largely balances the horizontal signal. In the northeastern Sahel, this overall409

mechanism effectively runs away. This mechanism of the increased moisture gradient generating410

anomalous free tropospheric subsidence is essentially a manifestation of the upped-ante mecha-411

nism described above (Chou and Neelin 2004), but with the center of action occurring in the free412

troposphere rather than the boundary layer.4413

b. UW414

Like RAS, the largest term in the Sahel region mean anomalous column MSE budget is the time-415

mean horizontal advection (7.2 W m−2; Table 2). The profiles of both anomalous time-mean ad-416

vection terms in UW – and their contributions from the thermodynamic, dynamic, and co-varying417

terms – resemble smaller-magnitude versions of their RAS counterparts [Figures 5, 6, 10, and 8],418

including the dominance of the thermodynamic component of the anomalous horizontal advection419

4An analogous extension of an existing, boundary-layer-focused theory in order to account for tropospheric dryness is performed by Shekhar

and Boos (2016), who find that the well-known estimate for the location of the ITCZ as the latitude of the maximum near-surface MSE (Privé and

Plumb 2007) is improved if the maximum of MSE averaged upwards to 500 hPa is used instead.
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in the free troposphere. Being much smaller in UW than RAS, it requires less compensating sub-420

sidence and thus poses a smaller drying influence, most notably in the mid-troposphere, where,421

like RAS, moist static stability is smallest and therefore ascent must be largest to generate a given422

vertical MSE advection value. Therefore, understanding the difference in the mid-tropospheric423

MSE gradient responses is crucial.424

Figure 12 shows the control, +2 K, and response profiles in RAS and UW of the Sahel region-425

mean meridional MSE gradient, as well as zonal wind and meridional wind. Whereas the hori-426

zontal wind fields are largely similar across RAS and UW and respond modestly, the meridional427

MSE gradient is enhanced more in RAS than in UW at most levels, including the mid-troposphere.428

Moreover, climatologically it is larger in magnitude near the surface in RAS and extends deeper429

into the free troposphere – zero crossings in the respective model variants are∼300 and∼450 hPa.430

These features lead to the following hypothesis: because of deeper climatological convection in431

the Sahel and equatorial Africa in RAS, the additional water vapor generated by the SST warming432

is communicated over a greater tropospheric depth in RAS than in UW within convecting regions.433

This causes the increase in the mid-tropospheric MSE gradient in the Sahel to be greater in RAS,434

necessitating greater anomalous subsidence.435

One complicating factor is the role of the net energetic source term, which responds weakly436

in the free troposphere in RAS but not in UW [Figure 5(a,d)]. Figure 6(c) shows the anomalous437

vertical motion predicted by (3) applied to UW, for which it generally does a poor job, including438

excessive anomalous subsidence in the free troposphere. At these levels in UW, the net ener-439

getic source term largely balances the anomalous horizontal advection, thereby necessitating less440

sinking.441
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6. Uniform SST perturbations over a wide range442

To further probe the relationships among the large-scale circulation, convective formulation,443

and precipitation in the Sahel, we perform additional uniform SST perturbation simulations in444

RAS and UW with magnitudes ±2, ±4, ±6, ±8, and ±10 K. In RAS, we also perform ±0.25,445

±0.5, ±1, ±1.5, ±3 K, and −15 K simulations. Other than the SST perturbation value, these446

simulations are identical to the present-day and +2 K simulations, although for expediency the447

column-integrated MSE advection terms in this section are computed directly from monthly data448

without the budget-closure adjustment procedure.449

Figure 13 shows, for RAS, Sahel precipitation as a function of various other region-mean quan-450

tities in these simulations, with each simulation’s color corresponding to the imposed SST pertur-451

bation. Near present-day SSTs, Sahel rainfall varies linearly and rapidly with global mean SST452

and local surface temperature [Figure 13(a)], with an average rate of −1.1 mm day−1 per K of453

imposed SST warming. The responses of precipitation and several other fields taper off sharply454

near 1.5 K cooler and 1.5 K warmer than present-day, an explanation for which we leave for fu-455

ture work. Except for the very large magnitude SST simulations, evaporation scales linearly with456

precipitation (not shown), such that P−E largely tracks P [Figure 13(b)]. Precipitation also varies457

linearly with the column-averaged relative humidity, which decreases with SST over nearly the458

full range of simulations [Figure 13(c)], and is largely a positive function of column-averaged459

cloud fraction and ascent [Figure 13(d) and (e)]. Precipitation varies monotonically with the aver-460

age meridional MSE gradient (which becomes more negative with SST warming) [Figure 13(f)],461

column-integrated horizontal MSE advection (more positive with SST warming) [Figure 13(g)],462

and column-integrated vertical MSE advection (more negative with SST warming) [Figure 13(h)].463

In contrast, the Sahel region-mean energetic forcing is non-monotonic both with precipitation and464
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the imposed SST warming [Figure 13(i)]. These results support the notion that the increasing465

moisture difference between the Sahel and the Sahara with warming constitutes the dominant dry-466

ing influence in the Sahel, which for RAS manifests in all hydrological quantities examined.467

Figure 14 repeats Figure 13 for UW but replaces precipitation with P−E as the vertical axis.468

The latter decreases monotonically with SST [Figure 14(a)] and varies with most fields in largely469

the same manner as in RAS: P−E decreases with the Sahel-Sahara MSE difference [Figure 14(f)]470

and horizontal MSE advection [Figure 14(g)] and increases with vertical MSE advection, relative471

humidity, cloud fraction, and ascent [Figure 14(h,c,d,e)]. However, column-average ascent and472

column-integrated vertical MSE advection vary over a much narrower range in UW than in RAS,473

despite similar ranges in all other fields. Energetic forcing responds more clearly in UW than in474

RAS, increasing with warming over most of the simulations [Figure 14(i)].475

Precipitation decreases with SST in the range −10 to −4 K from 3.1 to 2.5 mm day−1 and476

increases with SST in all warmer simulations up to 3.5 mm day−1 [Figure 14(b)]. To better477

understand this idiosyncratic precipitation behavior, we have separated the total precipitation in478

each simulation as before into contributions from the convective and large-scale modules (not479

shown). Convective precipitation in RAS and large-scale precipitation in both model variants de-480

crease monotonically with SST (with the large-scale asymptoting toward zero at SSTs warmer481

than present-day in both cases). Consequently, the relationships between large-scale precipitation482

in UW with other fields largely adhere to expectation, resembling those of total precipitation in483

RAS and P−E in both model variants. The large-scale cloud scheme – though more nuanced484

than simply raining out moisture in excess of saturation – ultimately depends closely on relative485

humidity. Given the tendency for reduced relative humidity over tropical land with warming, it486

is therefore not surprising that large-scale cloud cover and precipitation decrease steadily with487

warming. The outlier is the convective precipitation in UW, which increases quite linearly with488
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SST over the full −10 to +10 range, from 0.3 to 3.2 mm day−1, despite the various intensifying489

drying influences already described.490

Another idiosyncrasy in UW is that evaporation – which increases linearly over the full −10 to491

+10 K range from 1.7 to 3.5 mm day−1 (not shown) – increases at an even faster rate with SSTs492

than does precipitation in the present-day and warmer simulations, such that precipitation increases493

while P−E asymptotes toward zero. As previously noted, the expectation for a semi-arid region494

is for evaporation to scale with precipitation at some fractional rate less than unity. This broadly495

occurs in RAS: the reduced moisture supply from precipitation drives reduced evaporation, and496

this moisture limitation dominates over the countering effects of reduced relative humidity (which497

increases the evaporative demand) and cloud cover (which increases the net radiation impinging498

on the surface). Note that the land model formulation is identical in the two model variants. This499

behavior remains under investigation.500

Overall, the results of these wide SST range simulations suggest that the dominant influences on501

the Sahel with SST warming with either convective parameterization are the increased moisture502

and MSE differences between the Sahel and the Sahara; acted upon by prevailing northerly flow,503

this enhances the advection of dry, low-MSE air into the Sahel, driving P−E toward its maxi-504

mally dry value of zero. However, a given increase in horizontal dry advection generates greater505

anomalous descent and consequently anomalous MSE convergence by the divergent circulation506

in RAS than in UW, for which we have presented an explanation for near-present-day cases in507

the preceding section in terms of the horizontal advection in the mid-troposphere. As a result,508

near present-day SSTs and warmer in UW the overall wettening influences of SST warming –509

most conspicuously increased boundary layer temperature and moisture – counteract the drying510

influence within the convective parameterization, yielding increased total precipitation.511
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7. Discussion512

a. Potential direct influences of convective processes on the response to ocean warming513

The discrepancy between convective precipitation responses in UW and RAS warrants consid-514

eration of the potential direct influences of the convective formulations. Zhao (2014) makes argu-515

ments of relevance regarding how entrainment will respond to warming in each convective param-516

eterization. In RAS, each plume’s entrainment rate is computed inversely based on the plume’s517

buoyancy and its specified cloud top height. To the extent that buoyancy (as measured by con-518

vectively available potential energy, CAPE) increases with global warming (Singh and O’Gorman519

2013; Seeley and Romps 2015) this will lead to increased entrainment with warming, a drying520

influence. Conversely, in UW entrainment is inversely proportional to convective depth. Given the521

general expectation for increased convective depths with warming (Singh and O’Gorman 2012),522

this will reduce entrainment, a wettening influence. Simulations with varied entrainment settings523

in each parameterization may clarify this issue, although resulting changes large-scale circulation524

would need to be taken into account. If entrainment did play a dominant role in UW, the expecta-525

tion would be for the convective precipitation to be larger the lower the GFDL-specific land-ocean526

entrainment ratio (see Section 2) is: in the limiting case of zero entrainment, the relative humid-527

ity of the atmosphere is irrelevant, since there is no mixing. This is qualitatively consistent with528

the Sahel precipitation response being more muted in the standard resolution version of HiRAM,529

which uses a larger ratio of 0.75 (not shown). However, the different resolutions also gives rise to530

other potentially confounding factors.531

The cloud-base mass flux closures of the two convective parameterizations may also be im-532

portant. RAS uses a CAPE-based closure, and as just noted CAPE generally increases in SST533

warming simulations. But this would, all else equal, act to intensify moist convection and there-534
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fore act against the simulated drying and reduced convective mass flux (not shown). The closure535

for UW depends on the convective inhibition and on the boundary layer eddy kinetic energy. To536

our knowledge, the behavior of each of these factors with warming is less well understood than537

CAPE.538

Cloud microphysical formulations may also be relevant. In the implementation of RAS in539

AM2.1, precipitation efficiency (the fraction of cloud condensate that is precipitated out) is fixed540

at 0.975 for clouds detraining above 500 hPa and 0.5 for clouds detraining below 800 hPa (and541

linearly interpolated in between) (GFDL Atmospheric Model Development Team 2004). As con-542

vection shallows, therefore, precipitation efficiency necessarily decreases, leaving more conden-543

sate to the large-scale scheme. But as temperature increases and relative humidity decreases, the544

large-scale scheme has a harder time reaching saturation. All else equal, this would act to reduce545

the convective and total precipitation. In contrast, the GFDL implementation of UW employs546

simple threshold removal of condensate, wherein all condensate exceeding some fixed threshold547

is precipitated out (Zhao et al. 2009). This threshold is a global constant (1 g kg−1) and therefore548

would not contribute a positive feedback on precipitation changes like the one just proposed for549

RAS.550

b. Relation to prior theoretical arguments551

In our simulations, anomalous drying through horizontal advection in the 2 K SST warming552

simulation occurs throughout the free troposphere. We have argued that the mid-tropospheric por-553

tion of this is most effective at inhibiting precipitation, due to the shape of the climatological moist554

static stability and assuming a negligible response by the forcing term (which, importantly, is ap-555

propriate for RAS but not UW). This maximal efficacy of mid-tropospheric drying is qualitatively556

consistent with the single column model simulations with parameterized convection under the557
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weak temperature gradient mode of Sobel and Bellon (2009), wherein precipitation is suppressed558

more by drying imposed in the mid-troposphere than either the lower or upper free troposphere.559

However, in analogous simulations in a cloud resolving model, drying imposed in the lower free560

troposphere is most effective at inhibiting the surface precipitation flux (Wang and Sobel 2012).561

The seeming implication is that the convective parameterizations are insufficiently sensitive to562

environmental humidity. Recalling that in UW entrainment is artificially suppressed over land563

to generate sufficient climatological continental precipitation, this is qualitatively consistent with564

UW’s response.565

One potentially important difference between the two control climates besides the Sahelian con-566

vective depths is the near-surface MSE field. The region of large near-surface MSE values within567

the Sahel is larger magnitude, more widespread, and more continental in RAS than in UW. To the568

extent that prevailing MSE gradients are enhanced with warming (Boos and Hurley 2013), this569

itself would lead to greater MSE increases in RAS than in UW.570

Despite the modest changes in moist static stability in our simulations, dry static stability does571

increase appreciably (not shown), and prior work has argued that increased upper tropospheric dry572

static stability with warming inhibits convection in the Sahel (Giannini 2010). This is consistent573

with our results. Conversely, the strength of the Sahara Heat Low circulation – which numerous574

studies argue is strengthened with warming, thereby enhancing the monsoon flow into the Sahel575

(e. g. Biasutti et al. 2009) – is not of central importance in these simulations. Although Saharan576

surface warming is modestly higher in UW than RAS, in both cases the anomalous boundary577

layer flow in the northern Sahel is northerly, opposite to the expectation if an anomalous heat low578

circulation centered in the Sahara Desert was dominant.579
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8. Summary580

Wet-season rainfall in the Sahel decreases by 40% in response to uniform 2 K SST warming in581

AM2.1 when the default, RAS convective parameterization is used but increases by 6% when the582

UW parameterization is used instead. The control climate is also drier and cooler when using UW.583

We attempt to understand these sensitivities through the column-integrated MSE budget.584

In both model variants, the present-day control simulation budget broadly comprises positive net585

energetic forcing balanced by horizontal advection of dry, low-MSE Saharan air into the northern586

Sahel and divergence of MSE by deep moist convection in the southern Sahel, with additional587

region-mean MSE divergence from transient eddies. In RAS, the time-mean divergent circulation588

diverges MSE in the southern Sahel but converges MSE in the northern Sahel due to the convection589

shallowing moving northward, leading to a near-zero column mean MSE divergence through the590

divergent circulation. In UW, ascent is generally shallower, such that the divergent circulation591

converges MSE throughout the Sahel. Thus, in either case the region is far from the canonical592

tropical convecting zone balance between net energetic forcing and MSE divergence by the time-593

mean divergent circulation. The hydrological and thermal imprints in the control simulations of594

this difference in divergent circulation strength is less convective precipitation, more low cloud,595

and cooler surface temperatures in UW compared to RAS.596

In RAS, the severe drying with SST warming is commensurate with strongly enhanced MSE597

divergence by horizontal advection throughout the free troposphere and a shallowing of the con-598

vection. This leads to an expression for the anomalous vertical motion in the free troposphere599

in terms of the climatological moist static stability and the change in the meridional gradient of600

MSE. Changes in the MSE gradient are especially important in the mid-troposphere, where the601

moist static stability is small and therefore ascent must respond strongly to balance a given hori-602
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zontal MSE advection anomaly. In UW, the horizontal MSE gradient is not enhanced as much in603

the mid-troposphere, which we hypothesize arises from the shallower prevailing convection in that604

model variant being less effective at communicating aloft the oceanic boundary layer moistening605

and warming.606

Varying SSTs over a wide range with either convective parameterization yields consistent en-607

ergetic, P−E, and large-scale precipitation responses but differing convective and total precipi-608

tation responses: the advection of dry, low-MSE air from the Sahara desert is steadily enhanced609

with warming, but in terms of precipitation in UW this is overcome by the broader wettening influ-610

ences in climatological convecting regions that accompany SST warming. In both RAS and UW,611

large-scale precipitation asymptotes toward zero in the warmest simulations. In RAS, convective612

precipitation decreases with warming. In UW, increased convective precipitation with warming ex-613

ceeds the decreased large-scale precipitation, at least for simulations near present day and warmer,614

and evaporation increases faster than than does precipitation, leading to P−E approaching zero.615

Though these idiosyncrasies relating to convective physics in UW remain under investigation, we616

expect the increased meridional MSE gradient with warming, which stems from well-understood617

physical principles, to figure centrally in the Sahel hydrological response to mean SST change in618

other models as well.619
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APPENDIX A627

Adjustment method for correcting imbalances in column tracer budgets628

a. Motivation629

The interpolation of GCM and reanalysis data from their model-native coordinates to regular630

latitude-longitude grids and/or pressure levels generates spurious imbalances in the budgets of631

mass and other conserved tracers (Trenberth 1991). This is especially true over land, where topog-632

raphy induces sharp gradients of surface pressure. As a result, commonly used finite-differencing633

methods for the derivatives in the flux divergence terms can yield residuals >100 W m−2 at indi-634

vidual grid points in the column MSE budget. Here we present a post-hoc adjustment method that635

rectifies these imbalances. It is effectively an extension of the dry mass budget adjustment method636

introduced by Trenberth (1991) and is similar to that of Peters et al. (2008). Kidson and Newell637

(1977) also present a similar method for column mass using analysis data.638

b. Adjustment procedure639

Neglecting diffusion, the column-integrated budget of a conserved tracer, m, comprises time-640

tendency, flux divergence, and source terms:641

∂{m}
∂ t

+∇·{mv}= S, (A1)

where curly brackets denote a mass-weighted column integral ({}=
∫ ps

0 dp/g, where ps is surface642

pressure), S is the column-integrated source minus sink, and v is the true horizontal wind such that643
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this equality holds exactly. Using model-postprocessed data introduces a nonzero residual, R:644

∂{m}
∂ t

+∇·{mvraw}= S+R, (A2)

where vraw is the unadjusted horizontal wind, which we have assumed is the source of all error645

(rather than the time tendency or source terms). Let vadj be the adjustment applied to the wind,646

signed such that647

v = vraw−vadj, (A3)

Combining (A2) and (A3) yields648

∇·{mvadj}= R. (A4)

We assume that the adjustment is barotropic, such that it can be pulled out of the column integral.649

We also assume that the adjustment field is irrotational. This results in a system of two equations,650

∇·
(
{m}vadj

)
= R

∇×
(
{m}vadj

)
= 0,

(A5)

which can be solved (e.g. using spherical harmonics) for the zonal and meridional components651

of the quantity {m}vadj. By subsequently dividing by {m} to get vadj and, finally, using (A3), we652

arrive at the adjusted wind v that exactly satisfies the column budget expression (A1).653

c. Caveats654

Importantly, this procedure will generate a horizontal wind field that yields closure of the spec-655

ified source and time-tendency terms, whether or not such closure is physically justified. Most656

poignantly, if this were applied to the MSE budget using monthly-mean data, then the resulting657

adjusted monthly-mean circulation would exactly balance the energy storage and net energetic658

forcing terms, with the likely false implication that transient eddies have no contribution.659
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While the resulting adjusted wind field is defined at each vertical level, the adjustment itself660

is barotropic and based on column-integrated terms, and closure is ensured only in the column-661

integral – not at each individual level.662

APPENDIX B663

Computational procedure used for each term in the moist static energy budget664

a. Column-integrated moist static energy flux divergence at each timestep665

We apply two consecutive adjustments, first correcting column total mass (dry air plus water666

vapor), and then column energy. The column mass adjustment is based on the expression667

∂ ps

∂ t
+∇·

∫ ps

0
vdp = g(E−P). (B1)

This corrects for column mass imbalances exactly and largely ameliorates column energy imbal-668

ances. We then repeat this procedure, starting with these mass-adjusted winds, applied to the669

column MSE budget670

∂

∂ t
{E }+∇·{hv}= Fnet, (B2)

with symbols all defined as in the main text. We apply this two-step adjustment to the horizon-671

tal wind field at each timestep of the post-processed model data. The column MSE flux diver-672

gence is then computed by forming the MSE fluxes (hv), integrating them over the entire column673

({hv}), and then again using spherical harmonics to compute the divergence of the column inte-674

grals (∇·{hv}). This procedure yields the column-integrated MSE flux divergence in nearly exact675

balance with the column net energetic forcing and time-tendency at each 3 hourly timestep.676
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b. Partitioning total flux divergence into eddy and time-mean components677

From this 3-hourly adjusted column flux divergence field, we separate the eddy and time-mean678

components as standard. Namely, the adjusted winds and all other original fields are averaged679

within each month, and the column flux divergence is re-computed using these fields to get680

∇·{hv}. The eddy component is then computed by subtracting the time-mean field from the681

full field: ∇·
{

h′v′
}
= ∇·

{
hv
}
−∇·

{
hv
}

.682

c. Partitioning time-mean advection into horizontal and vertical components683

We partition the total time-mean column flux divergence into horizontal and vertical advec-684

tion components by 1) explicitly computing the horizontal advection at each level, 2) column-685

integrating, and 3) subtracting that integral from the time-mean to get the vertical advection as686

a residual. The level-by-level horizontal advection computation uses the time-series of adjusted,687

monthly-mean horizontal winds and second-order, upwind finite-differencing. Because the data is688

on the model-native hybrid pressure-sigma coordinates (Simmons and Burridge 1981) while the689

budget equations require horizontal gradients on constant pressure surfaces, additional terms are690

required (Peters et al. 2008):691

∇ph = ∇ηh+
∂h
∂η

∇pη = ∇ηh− ∂h
∂η

b
a′+b′ps

∇η ps, (B3)

where the hybrid sigma-pressure model coordinates η are terrain-following near the surface and692

transition to constant pressure surfaces near the model top: p(η , ps) = a(η)+b(η)ps, where a and693

b do not vary horizontally or in time, a′ ≡ da/dη , and b′ ≡ db/dη (Table 2 of GFDL Atmospheric694

Model Development Team 2004).695
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d. Vertical advection at individual vertical levels696

In order to examine the vertical profile of the budget terms, we also compute the time-mean697

vertical advection explicitly at each level using 2nd order upwind finite differencing. These are698

the quantities shown in all profile plots of time-mean advection. The sum of the two explicitly699

computed advection terms, column-integrated, exhibits a region-mean residual of ∼10 W m−2
700

compared to the total time-mean flux divergence. But the overall character and spatial patterns of701

the column vertical advection is similar between the two methods.702

This is why the total region-mean change differs modestly between the previously quoted value703

and the sum of the three response decomposition terms (-15.9 and -18.8 W m−2, respectively).704

Similarly, to compute the decomposition terms only, for expediency the horizontal advection is705

computed using monthly averaged data, unadjusted. The results appear qualitatively insensitive to706

this choice.707

e. Time tendency and source terms708

Time tendencies are computed by first integrating the tracer over the column and then applying709

2nd order centered finite differencing at each timestep. The source terms are outputted directly by710

the model and require no subsequent manipulation.711
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TABLE 1. Sahel region-mean values of, from left to right: total precipitation, precipitation from the convec-

tive parameterization, precipitation from the large-scale condensation scheme, evaporation, precipitation minus

evaporation (all mm day−1), surface air temperature (K), and relative humidity 2 meters above the surface (per-

cent) for the control simulation, 2 K SST warming simulation, and their difference, in both model variants.

952

953

954

955

Model Run P Pconv Pls E P−E T s RH2m

RAS Control 4.0 3.7 0.2 2.3 1.7 300.9 64

+2 K 2.3 2.2 0.1 1.9 0.4 305.5 52

difference −1.7 −1.5 −0.1 −0.4 −1.3 +4.6 −12

UW Control 2.6 1.9 0.7 2.4 0.3 299.5 59

+2 K 2.8 2.4 0.5 2.6 0.2 302.2 56

difference +0.2 +0.4 −0.2 +0.2 −0.1 +2.7 −3
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TABLE 2. Terms of the Sahel region-mean column-integrated MSE budget, in W m−2, for the control simula-

tion, 2 K SST warming simulation, and their difference, in both model variants.

956

957

Model Simulation Fnet
{

v·∇h
} {

ω
∂h
∂ p

}
∇·
{

h′v′
} ∂{E}

∂ t

RAS Control 51.4 35.6 2.6 15.4 −1.9

2 K 52.3 55.5 −13.2 12.6 −2.4

2 K − Control +0.9 +20.0 −15.9 −2.8 −0.4

UW Control 33.8 24.7 −8.6 19.3 −1.5

2 K 37.7 31.9 −11.1 18.4 −1.4

2 K − Control +3.9 +7.2 −2.4 −0.9 +0.0
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FIG. 1. (Shaded contours) difference in precipitation between the uniform 2 K SST warming and present-

day control simulations, normalized by the control simulation Sahel region-mean value and therefore unitless,

and (grey contours) precipitation in the control simulation, with contours starting at 3 mm day−1 and with a

3 mm day−1 interval, in (a) RAS and (b) UW. In this and subsequent figures, blue boxes delineate the boundaries

used to compute Sahel region-mean values, and values printed in the top-left of each panel are the Sahel region-

mean values of the field in shaded contours (in this case the precipitation response).
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FIG. 2. Same as Figure 1, but for surface air temperature. (Shaded contours) difference in surface air tem-

perature between the uniform 2 K SST warming and present-day control simulations, in K, and (grey contours)

surface air temperature in the control simulation, with contours values printed, in K, in (a) RAS and (b) UW.
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FIG. 3. (Shaded contours) terms of the control simulation column-integrated MSE budget in (left column)

RAS and (right column) UW, in W m−2: (first row) net energetic forcing, (second row) time-mean horizontal

advection, (third row) time-mean vertical advection, and (fourth row) eddy flux divergence. The colorbar corre-

sponds to the three transport terms, for which red shades denote convergence (negative values), and blue shades

divergence (positive values), of MSE. For the net energetic forcing term, the sign is opposite to the colorbar,

with red shades denoting positive values and blue shades denoting negative values. With these conventions, for

all terms red shades can be thought of as representing a gain, and blue shades a loss, of energy. The grey contour

in all panels is the zero contour of the time-mean vertical advection. The storage term (∂tE ) is omitted. It is the

smallest magnitude term and does not factor into the response appreciably. Values in the top-left corner of each

panel are the Sahel region-mean values, in W m−2.
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FIG. 4. (Shaded contours) MSE in the control simulation, divided by cp such that units are K, and (arrows)

horizontal wind, in m s−1, at the model levels corresponding roughly to (top row) 925 hPa and (bottom row)

520 hPa, in (left column) RAS and (right column) UW.
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FIG. 5. Sahel region-mean profiles of (left column) the net energetic forcing term, (middle column) time-mean

horizontal MSE advection, and (right column) time-mean vertical MSE advection, for (blue curve) the control

simulation, (red curve) the 2 K SST warming simulation, and (dashed grey curve) their difference, in (top row)

RAS and (bottom row) UW, in J kg−1 Pa−1. The advection terms are computed using monthly data with no

column adjustment applied. Vertical advection is computed explicitly using model outputted ω and h rather than

as a residual.
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FIG. 6. Sahel region-mean profiles of (left column) vertical velocity, in hPa day−1, and (right column) moist

static stability, in J kg−1 Pa−1, for (blue curve) the control simulation, (red curve) the 2 K SST warming simu-
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|∂ph|< 0.05 J kg−1 Pa−1 before temporally and regionally averaging.
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FIG. 7. Same as Figure 3, but with shaded contours denoting the +2 K minus control values. Note that the

contour spacing is slightly smaller than in Figure 3.
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FIG. 9. (Shaded contours) decomposition of the (left column) horizontal and (right column) vertical advection

responses in the 2 K SST warming simulation into (top row) thermodynamic, (middle row) dynamic, and (bottom

row) co-varying components. All panels are for RAS. Grey contour is the same as in Figure 3. For expediency,

these computations are performed using monthly timeseries without the column budget adjustment, as detailed

in Appendix B.
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FIG. 10. Same as Figure 4, but for the response in the 2 K SST warming simulation. (Shaded contours)
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FIG. 13. Sahel region-mean precipitation as a function of various other Sahel region-mean quantities in

simulations in RAS over which the uniform SST perturbation is varied from −15 to +10 K. Each dot represents

one simulation, with their color signifying the imposed SST perturbation according to the colorbar. The control

and +2 K simulations are outlined in black for ease of reference. Precipitation is on the vertical axis in all panels,

in mm day−1. The quantity on the horizontal axis is printed at the top of the axis, along with its units. Angle

brackets denote column averages, and curly brackets denote column integrals.
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FIG. 14. Same as Figure 13, but for UW. P−E in simulations in UW over which the uniform SST perturbation

is varied from −10 to +10 K. Each dot represents one simulation, with their color signifying the imposed SST

perturbation according to the colorbar. The control and +2 K simulations are outlined in black for ease of

reference. P−E is on the vertical axis in all panels, in mm day−1. The quantity on the horizontal axis is printed

at the top of the axis, along with its units. Angle brackets denote column averages, and curly brackets denote

column integrals. The horizontal span of each panel is identical to the corresponding one in Figure 13.
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